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Number of Words: 2,377

Characteristics of the Text 
Genre • Historical fi ction

Text Structure • First-person narrative, told in journal entries with dates provided as chapter headings
• Historic context provided in foreword

Content • Political/social activism of Patriots fi ghting for independence in colonial Boston
• Familial ties at the time of the Boston Tea Party

Themes and Ideas • Historic events can be recorded by common people as well as the key players
• Siblings can disagree and still help each other.
• Passion and conviction can be used to spur people to change current conditions.

Language and 
Literary Features

• Journal entries with dialogue
• Some archaic language: “And why did you not . . .”; “I was sorely tempted”

Sentence Complexity • Mostly short sentences, with high-level vocabulary
• Dashes, italics, quotation marks, questions, and exclamations

Vocabulary • Words and phrases associated with revolution: dissent, independent, rouse, resolve
• Figurative language: as bright as day; like thick seaweed

Words • Multisyllable words: many of them challenging, such as Parliament, infuriates, massacre, 
insistently, impertinent

Illustrations • Realistic full-color drawings
Book and Print Features • Sixteen pages of text, with illustrations on many pages

• Timeline, glossary
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L E S S O N  1 1  T E A C H E R ’ S  G U I D E

A Night to Remember
 by Holly Melton

Fountas-Pinnell Level U
Historical Fiction
Selection Summary
Henry Parker is only 14 years old, but he bears witness to an event 
that will stand the test of time: The Boston Tea Party. Each of Henry’s 
journal entries chronicles the events leading up to the big night—the 
meetings of the Patriots, the increasing unhappiness with British rule, 
and the role his family plays in exercising its independence from the 
British.
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bracing – placing oneself against 
a support to keep from being 
knocked over, p. 15

conduct – behavior, p. 5
cramped – small and tightly 

packed space, p. 16
distracted – to have one’s 

attention drawn away, p. 7

embark – to set out on an 
adventure or task, p. 14

pressing – something that is 
urgent, p. 8

representatives – people chosen 
to speak for others, p. 3

shattered – to have broken 
suddenly into many smaller 
pieces, p. 14

surveyed – to have looked over 
the parts and features of 
something, p. 9

viewpoint – a way of thinking 
about something, p. 2

Target Vocabulary 

A Night to Remember by Holly Melton

Build Background
Remind students of the events in Boston that led to the American Revolution. Remind that 
that the Patriots were colonists who hoped to form a new country, apart from British rule. 
Build interest by asking a question such as the following: What do you think it would have 
been like to actually be part of the Boston Tea Party? Read the title and author and talk 
about the cover illustration. Explain to students that this is historical fi ction; although the 
events really happened, they are being described in a fi rst-person account by a fi ctional 
character.

Introduce the Text
Guide students through the text, noting important ideas and helping with unfamiliar 
language and vocabulary so they can read the text successfully. Here are some 
suggestions:

Page 3: Explain to students that the Patriots are upset with the British government 
because the colonists will have no representatives in Parliament despite paying a 
tax on tea.
Suggested language: Do you think this kind of problem would interest a 14-year-
old boy?

Page 4: Explain that the main character, Henry, has a younger sister, Sarah, who 
also wants to be a Patriot. Ask: How could girls help? Why might Henry’s sister be 
a problem for him?

Page 8: Explain that the Patriots are becoming more agitated with the British.
Suggested language: The Patriots tried to persuade the Royal Governor to release 
the ships in the harbor. What might happen if the governor won’t cooperate?

Page12: Explain that Henry uses language from the 18th century. Direct students 
to the sentence in the middle of the page: Sometimes my sister tries my patience 
sorely.” Ask: What does Henry mean? How would a boy express those feelings 
today?

Now turn back to the beginning and read to fi nd out how Henry happened to 
become an eyewitness to the Boston Tea Party.
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Read
Have students read silently while you listen to individual students read aloud. Support their 
understanding of the text as needed. 

Remind students to use the Visualize Strategy  as they read. Tell them 
to think about what it might have looked like from Henry and Sarah’s perspective to 
witness the Boston Tea Party.

Discuss and Revisit the Text
Personal Response
Invite students to share their personal responses to the text. 
Suggested language: Did you fi nd this account suspenseful? Do you think Henry’s 
motives and behavior were realistic? Sarah’s? Why or why not? 

Ways of Thinking
As you discuss the text, help students understand these points:

Thinking Within the Text Thinking Beyond the Text Thinking About the Text

• Henry Parker is a fi ctional 
character who documents the 
real-life events of the Boston Tea 
Party.

• Henry changes his mind about 
his sister Sarah and is impressed 
by her courage.

• The Patriots work together to 
eliminate the tea supply from 
Boston Harbor.

• Considering an event from 
multiple perspectives helps 
readers understand the event’s 
signifi cance.

• Brothers and sisters can learn to 
respect each other.

• Strong convictions can cause 
people to react bravely and 
decisively.

• The timeline at the beginning 
of the story is useful in listing 
events leading up to the Boston 
Tea Party.

• Noting the dates of the journal 
entries adds to the suspense 
inherent in the text.

• The detailed eyewitness account 
of the Boston Tea Party makes it 
seem more real.

© 2006. Fountas, I.C. & Pinnell, G.S. Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency, Heinemann, Portsmouth, N.H.

Choices for Further Support
• Fluency Invite students to act out a scene from the story to demonstrate phrased 

fl uent reading. Remind them that pausing adds to the interpretation of a text, and that 
they should pause when punctuation dictates (at dashes, between journal entries, or to 
indicate changes of speaker in dialogue). 

• Comprehension Based on your observations of the students’ reading and discussion, 
revisit parts of the text to clarify or extend comprehension. Remind students to go 
back to the text to support their ideas.

• Phonics/Word Work Provide practice as needed with words and word parts, using 
examples from the text. Have students defi ne the word ferule based on its use on page 
6. Explain that the word ruler shares a root with ferule. Likewise, the words distracted 
and triumphant, share roots with contact and triangle, respectively.
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Writing about Reading
Critical Thinking
Have students complete the Critical Thinking questions on BLM 11.8.

Responding
Have students complete the activities at the back of the book, using their Reader’s 
Notebook. Use the instruction below as needed to reinforce or extend understanding 
of the comprehension skill.

Target Comprehension Skill
Cause and Effect 

Target Comprehension Skill
 Remind students that they can use cause and effect to 

locate information in a story. They can also use cause and effect to understand a chain of 
events, such as those which led up to the Boston Tea Party. Model how to add details to 
the Graphic Organizer, using a “Think Aloud” like the one below:

Think Aloud

Henry writes about Governor Hutchinson’s refusal of Rotch’s terms. We 
know that the Boston Tea Party happens on December 16, so this is one 
incident that caused the Tea Party. The cause was the Governor’s refusal. 
The effect was the Boston Tea Party.

Practice the Skill
Have students share another example of cause and effect in the story. For example, what 
caused Henry to change his feelings about his sister?

Writing Prompt: Thinking Beyond the Text
Have students write a response to the prompt on page 6. Remind them that when they 
think beyond the text, they use their personal knowledge to reach new understandings. 

Assessment Prompts
• What can the reader conclude about how Henry will treat his sister in the future?

• What is the meaning of surveyed on page 9?

• What is one important message in the story?
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Cause
?

Cause
?

Effect
?

Cause
Francis Rotch asks 
Governor Hutchin-
son to allow the 
tea ships to leave 
Boston Harbor.

19

Responding
TARGET SKILL  Cause and Effect Think about 

the events of December 16, 1773, recounted by 

Henry Parker in A Night to Remember. Then copy 

and complete the chart below to show how the 

events are related as causes and effects.

Write About It

Text to Self Henry and his sister, Sarah, witness an 

important event. They realize that this event will 

change their lives. Think of an important event you 

have witnessed. Write two paragraph to describe the 

event and explain how it affected you.
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Critical Thinking
Read and answer the questions.

 1. Think within the text What caused the Patriots to throw the tea 

overboard?

  

  

 2. Think within the text What did American women do to help 

protest British laws and taxes?

  

  

 3. Think beyond the text Why was December 16, 1773, “A Night to 

Remember”?  

  

  

  

 4. Think about the text How does Henry change the way he feels 

about having to watch his sister rather than helping to throw tea 

overboard? 

  

  

  

Making Connections Henry had a rare opportunity to witness historic events 
firsthand. If you could, which historic events would you have enjoyed taking 
part in or watching up close? Why?

Write your answer in your Reader’s Notebook.

10
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Critical Thinking

Critical Thinking
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Grade 5, Unit 3: Revolution!

Name  Date 

They were upset about unfair taxes imposed by the British.

They joined the Daughters of Liberty. They made Liberty Tea and 

other goods so people didn’t have to buy British goods.

At fi rst, he is miserable and disappointed not to be participating. 

When Sarah infl uences events by stopping a thief, he feels proud 

of her. 

The events of that night helped to start the American Revolution. 

 Possible responses shown.
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First Pass

English Language Development
Reading Support Give English learners a “preview” of the text by holding a brief 
small-group discussion with them before reading the text with the entire group.

Cultural Support This selection contains many instances of archaic language that 
might be unfamiliar. Explain the subtlety of certain missing prepositions such as “Sarah 
annoys me no end” (page 5). Explain to students that the Mohawk Indians were a tribe 
of Native Americans, and that the Patriots disguised themselves as such so as not reveal 
their true identities to the British and Loyalists. 

Oral Language Development
Check student comprehension, using a dialogue that best matches your students’ 
English profi ciency level. Speaker 1 is the teacher, Speaker 2 is the student.

Beginning/Early Intermediate Intermediate Early Advanced/Advanced

Speaker 1: What is the story about?

Speaker 2: the Boston Tea Party

Speaker 1: Who is telling the events?

Speaker 2: Henry Parker

Speaker 1: How does Henry feel about 
the Loyalists?

Speaker 2: unsympathetic 

Speaker 1: What details does Henry 
provide about his life?

Speaker 2: Henry explains his family’s 
involvement in revolutionary activities.

Speaker 1: What does Henry learn about 
his sister the night of the Boston Tea 
Party?

Speaker 2: Henry learns that Sarah is 
brave and spirited.

Speaker 1: Why do you think 
Henry identifi es as a Patriot?

Speaker 2: He uses his parents’ 
actions to interpret current 
events. 

Speaker 1: What do the family’s 
actions at the end suggest?

Speaker 2: Their actions suggest 
that they are united around a 
common cause. 
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Name  Date 

A Night to Remember
Thinking Beyond the Text

Think about the questions below. Then write your answer in two paragraphs.

Remember that when you think beyond the text, you use your personal 
knowledge to reach new understandings.

Bravery is one of the themes of this story. How do Henry and his family 
demonstrate different examples of bravery? What do their actions show 
about the nature of bravery? Give examples to support your ideas.
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Name  Date 

7 Lesson 11: A Night to RememberGrade 5
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Critical Thinking
Read and answer the questions.

 1. Think within the text What caused the Patriots to throw the tea 

overboard?

  

  

 2. Think within the text What did American women do to help 

protest British laws and taxes?

  

  

 3. Think beyond the text Why was December 16, 1773, “A Night to 

Remember”?  

  

  

  

 4. Think about the text How does Henry change the way he feels 

about having to watch his sister rather than helping to throw tea 

overboard? 

  

  

  

Making Connections Henry had a rare opportunity to witness historic events 
firsthand. If you could, which historic events would you have enjoyed taking 
part in or watching up close? Why?

Write your answer in your Reader’s Notebook.
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Student  Date 
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A Night to Remember
Running Record Form

A Night to Remember • LEVEL U

Behavior Code Error

Read word correctly ✓
cat 0

Repeated word, 
sentence, or phrase

®
cat

0

Omission —cat 1

Behavior Code Error

Substitution cut
cat 1

Self-corrects cut sc
cat 0

Insertion the

ˆcat 1

Word told T
cat 1

page Selection Text Errors Self-Corrections

9 Last night, Boston Harbor became the world’s largest teapot! I 

must recount how it happened.

Yesterday after dinner, I prepared to return to the Old South 

Meeting House. I had some difficulties leaving home, however, 

as Sarah would not let go of my arm. “I want to come with 

you!” she said, tugging insistently at my sleeve. Mother told 

her that young girls did not belong at such meetings. As I left, 

Sarah whispered, “I will see you later!” That worried me.

At the meeting house, the mood was tense. Francis Rotch had 

not returned. 

Comments: Accuracy Rate 
(# words read 

correctly/95 × 100)

 %

Total Self- 
Corrections 

8 Lesson 11: A Night to RememberGrade 5
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